NAPAC Meeting Notes
Hosted Via Zoom
December 15, 2022

Present
Albert Titman, Heriberto Soto, Maria Elena, Melissa Combs, Jessica Hilderbrand, Mayra Mendoza-Flores, and Kiaya Silva

Agenda Items
● Welcome and Land Acknowledgement
● NAPAC and Community Updates
● Native Education Program Update
● Native Education Calendar of Events and Planning

ARTICLE I: NAPAC and Community Updates
● All Nations Native Craft Fair
  ○ Great community response despite the weather conditions
  ○ District support was acknowledged
  ○ The Communications department’s posting and pictures on Facebook were appreciated.
  ○ The craft activities area was popular during the fair.
● Native Ed Email
  ○ Received an email from Courtney Dempsey from CBS News. She would like to be informed about future events for NAPAC.
● GONA
  ○ SNAHC organized a planning meeting for 12/16/22 at Grinding Rock
  ○ Is there a date for the GONA?
  ○ Use either Title IV or Esser Funds
● Mural Project
  ○ MOU with Native Dad’s Network

ARTICLE II: Native Education Program Update
● Native American Federal Grant
  ○ Grant Renewal
    ■ Phase I of the federal grant was submitted
    ■ Will be submitting Phase II
● Budget
  ○ Spent: $8,238.99
    ■ Tutor Me was $6,000
  ○ Balance: $7,894.01
● 506 forms
  ○ We have 77 completed 506 forms
Some forms are missing information or are asking for tribal affiliation help
Kiaya is to complete a flyer for the 506 forms

- Tutoring
  - ⅓ of grant funds were used for tutoring
  - Parents are asking for more

- Program Awareness/Outreach:
  - Cultural Club
  - Flyers to be shared with teachers and staff
  - Posters that front office can share with families
  - Flyers to recruit youth leadership
  - Dr. Melissa Leal can do assemblies or Hip Hop Dance
  - Enter a MOU Boys with Breads with Native Dad’s Network
  - Meeting or survey with principals to bring program awareness and inconclusiveness
  - Reach out to Kirsti Schroeder about possible PDs
    - Rose Borunda

**ARTICLE II: Native Education Calendar of Events and Planning**

- Spring Gathering:
  - Date: May 10th or 11th
  - Location: District Office
  - Will use LCAP funds for food

- Open Gym Nights:
  - Dates: Quarterly throughout the year
  - Location: Rotating school sites

- Pow Wow:
  - May 20th
  - Location: Foothill has was the only location available (Location has been reserved)
  - Will use LCAP funds for food

- NAPAC Meetings:
  - 08/25/22
  - 11/10/22
  - 12/15/22
  - 01/19/23
  - 02/16/23
  - 03/16/23
  - 04/20/23